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CIMOLAI WITH THE TIDE AT GREENWICH PENINSULA

Cimolai would like to proudly announce the completion of the Tide.

On the 5th July 2019, Knight Dragon celebrated the opening of the first phase of a 5 kilometre track 
which will eventually embrace the whole of the Greenwich peninsula. 

Celebrations focused on the Tide, 2 weekends of music and art via festival which immediately put into 
contest the purpose and high ambition of the project.

The park, a blend of steel, glass, timber, landscaping and art, aims at becoming the central point for 
anyone enjoying this vibrant part of London.

Just a short distance from the O2 arena, the elevated garden gives the people with a unique expe-
rience, spreading calm and harmony through shimmering trees, unusual views and breath-taking 
sculptures.
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THE PARK

In the years to come, the park will flow like a tide to the 
rest of the peninsula, reaching the opposite side of the river 
bank, facing Canary Wharf and then continuing down to 
the mainland towards Greenwich.

Cimolai contributed to this masterpiece with the fabrication 
and installation of all the steel structures and cladding of this 
incredible walking experience designed by the architect 
Diller Scofidio & Renfro, already creator of the fantastic 
“Highline” in New York which this year celebrates its first 
10 years.

The structure is made by 28 separate platforms called sub-i-
slands supported by thin stems that open at the top like 
flowers with curved lines and surfaces. The sub-islands join 
together forming 5 larger complex structures called islands 
which create the suspended garden. The islands are con-
nected by pedestrian bridges called links.

Stairs and ramps and a lift shaft provide the necessary ac-
cess to structure.

The elements were constructed into full size sub-islands with 
sizes of up to 8 metres in width, 7 metres in height and 11 
metress in length and delivered from Cimolai’s fabrication 
shop in Porto Nogaro (Italy) across the North Adriatic Sea 
to the Tilbury Dock. 
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THE DELIVERY

The delivery to the site was made by barges along the Thames to the Greenwich Peninsula and ele-
ments were taken down the local streets by means of SPMTs in the early hours of the morning.

A high standard was mantained throughout the project to deliver the level of detail sought by the Ar-
chitect.

Two further buildings complete the works.

The plenum at the end of the walk, close to the river, covers the new car park and provides the com-
plex geometry of the accessing ramps, a sunken garden and some commercial space.
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THE PRISM

The Prism covers the LUL vents, providing technical areas and supporting the new giant screen.

Cimolai was also asked to work with the Artist Allen Jones in the moulding and fabrication of the Red 
Face, an eight-metre-tall sculpture that towers the landscape.

Cimolai’s group sister company ASC was responsible for the detailing, supplying and installing of all 
the cladding, which includes glass and steel balustrades, grillages, stainless steel finishes, aluminium 
cladding of the Prism etc.
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FACT SHEET

Client: Knight Dragon

Leading Architect: Diller Scofidio & Renfro

Cooperating Architect: Nelheiser Argyrose

Structural Designer: AKT II

Landscape Designer: Grossmax

Managing Contractor: MACE

Steel Contractor: CIMOLAI (UK) Ltd part of CIMOLAI Group

Cladding & Façade Contractor: Cimolai ASC part of CIMOLAI Group
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